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GALLERY S O London is delighted to present an exhibition of Leo Fitzmaurice’s Post Match, a
project spanning over a decade.
Rather than being constrained by a particular medium or form Fitzmaurice’s work starts with an
observation. Invariably his observations centre on the everyday - things so common that they
are often completely overlooked. Spending time with these observations (sometimes many
years) he waits for them to ‘suggest a way forward’.
Post Match is such a work - and from the initial observation of a flattened cigarette packet in
the street the artist has developed an accumulating response. From noticing one day that the
design and layout of a cigarette packet lid mimics that of a sports top he has gone on to
develop this observation into an ever expanding work that lies somewhere between
sculpture, craft and the activity of collecting.
As a collection, though, Post Match seems to mock its own cod formality; the tops being laid
geographically according to continent, like some vast cultural anthropological project - in a way
marking its own unnatural-selection. The work, too, although artist made, and having been ‘in
construction’ for more than a decade, is, in its production, more akin to an activity carried out
in the pub than one of the fine arts: like 3d doodles carried out subconsciously whilst doing
something else.
Despite all of this, or because of it, the work retains an odd sense of relevance, and speaks of
our culture’s burgeoning consumption of entertainment. These temporarily personal objects,
rescued from the ongoing downward flow of detritus-to-be mark moments, great and small,
now lost.
Leo Fitzmaurice, 2013

The artist would like to thank Locus+ for their crucial help in developing Post Match.

NOTES TO EDITOR:
Leo Fitzmaurice was born in Shropshire, England, in 1963. He has exhibited extensively nationally and
internationally. In 2004 Fitzmaurice was invited by the British Council to take part in the Artist Links
residency at Vitamin Creative Space, Guangzhou, China. Since then he has shown work at numerous
galleries including: Bischoff Weiss; Seventeen Gallery; Tanya Leighton Galley, Berlin; and Dodge NY.
Solo projects have been hosted by: Rogoland Kunstsenter, Norway; Grundy Gallery, Blackpool; New Art
Gallery Walsall; Firstsite, Colchester. In 2012 Fitzmaurice was the recipient of the 5th Northern Art
Prize. Fitzmaurice’s work in; The Arts Council Collection of England, Yorkshire Sculpture Park,
Manchester Art Gallery, The Royal London Hospital, Locus+ Archive, and numerous private collections.
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